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Using rhyming text, explores the mouths of various animals, including prairie dogs, crocodiles, penguins, and leopards,
and describes how each animal's mouth is best suited for their unique diets.
Lift the flaps of this book and discover what grown-ups do, whether they work by day or night, outdoors or indoors, up
high or even under the ground. This fascinating introduction to over 100 jobs, from nurses, to musicians and arborists,
opens up a world of possibilities. Flaps on every page reveal what happens behind the scenes, whether at the fire station
or a busy restaurant kitchen. Gives children a sense of the rich array of jobs out there, while focusing on the things that
most jobs have in common - teamwork, communication and helping people. A fabulous addition to the popular Look
Inside series.
A lift-the-flap information book for young readers which explores life in Ancient Egypt, in particular the rituals that the
Egyptian Pharaohs undertook in preparation for the afterlife: mummification and the construction of pyramids. Many
children are fascinated by the Ancient Egyptians -- their colossal pyramids, their somewhat gory methods of preserving
their dead and their amazing, all-powerful gods. Children will love lifting the flaps and peeking beneath them to discover
lots of fascination facts about mummies, pyramids and life in Ancient Egypt.
Synopsis coming soon.......
Peep inside a plane to discover how it works. Peep into the cockpit, push the throttle and flap down the wheels as you
follow the plane on a journey around the world. With lots of flaps to peep under and holes to look through, little ones will
enjoy discovering the topic in a hands-on way. There is so much to look at and talk about, from the pilot's controls to the
secret bedroom below the cockpit. The first in an exciting new series peeping inside things that go and how they work.
Lift the flaps to discover where different animals make their homes, up high in trees, down deep under the ground, or
under the sea in a coral reef. Find out how animals in the freezing cold Arctic keep themselves warm, and those in
scorching deserts stay cool. It's also surprising to learn how many animals live inside your cosy home with you... An
interactive yet informative book about where different animals live. With over 80 flaps, children can discover how different
animals make, build or seek out their homes. Investigates lots of different habitats and animal types, including insects
such as bees, wasps and ants. Ideal for school studies and fun to dip into for pleasure.
Who is the greediest in the garden? Could it be the pretty butterfly? The noisy bumble-bee? Or is it the ladybird or the
snail? This book tells who really has been eating all the leaves.
Press the pictures of instruments and players to play the sounds and hear how the instruments work individually and
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together. This is a perfect introduction to world of classical music for young children. Players come together in the final
pages to give a rousing finale, bringing the orchestra to life.
Busy airport scenes provide plenty of scope for imaginative stickering. Scenes include arriving at the airport, the departure lounge
and the runway, ready to be filled with the planes, people, luggage carts and vehicles and providing an scene to talk about the
different features and functions of an airport.
From traditional steam trains to super-fast bullet trains, this fact-filled information book allows children to look inside locomotives
and find out how they work. Young readers can lift-the-flaps to discover fun facts and find out about the history of train travel.
Presents information about airports and air travel, including handling baggage, preparing planes, taking off, and arrival. On board
pages.
Take a trip to London with this neat, lift-the-flap information book which explores the UK catpital's most famous sites, including
Buckingham Palace, Trafalgar Square and the Tower of London. With lots of things to spot and talk about, including iconic red
telephone boxes, red double-decker buses and black cabs.
What happens when you eat? From the very first bite, your food goes on an incredible journey inside you. Lift the flaps to find out
about all the extraordinary things that happen when you eat.
Peek under the flaps in this engaging book - perfect for little fingers and curious minds.
Take a trip around the world in this fascinating book. Find out what the Earth is made of, who lives in steamy rainforests, how
rivers flow into the sea, and much more.
Shows life on board a pirate ship.

A fun flap book that shows young children what goes on at major sporting events and introduces them to a range of
different sports Look Inside Sports features scenes that include an Olympic style swimming pool, an athletics stadium, a
ski slope, and a cycling velodrome. With over 100 flaps to lift, there's lots to discover on each brightly coloured page and
plenty to keep curious minds occupied.
Find out what goes on behind the screen, beneath the keyboard and inside the electronic "brain" of a computer.
Sid likes scaring his friends with his mighty roar, but when Sid loses his voice, will his friends wish he hadn’t? Specially
written for children beginning to read alone, with delightful audio narration. "Irresistible for children learning to read. " Child Education Plus
Which plane can land on water? What's happening at the airport? Find out by lifting all the flaps in this delightful board
book.
A book and model combination reveals how the body works, covering major systems and processes with the help of a
three-dimensional presentation which allows a hands-on exploration of the human body. On board pages.
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Airports are thrilling and fascinating places for children, full of unusual equipment, strange machines and - of course - lots
of planes. This book allows young children to find out more about how an airport works.
"Have you ever wondered how cars roar along roads, or planes soar into the sky? With fun flaps to lift, this book explores
how all sorts of amazing things work, from the inner workings of cars, boats and construction machines to everyday
household items like vacuum cleaners, computers and refrigerators."
"An exploratory journey through the airport."-Peek under all the flaps in these colorful and engaging books--perfect for little fingers and curious minds.
Look Inside an AirportLook Inside an AirportUsborne Books
Look Inside a Hospital is a fabulous addition to the Look Inside series, a fascinating insight into what really goes on in a hospital
and an important book for any child who might be visiting ill relatives or need to go into hospital themselves. Find out what it's like
to stay overnight, how operations happen and where babies are born. Flaps on every page reveal intriguing action behind the
scenes, including where the surgeons get scrubbed up and where the vomit bowl is emptied! The Emergency spread has a full
page gatefold to show even more busy action. Includes internet links to websites with video clips and activities to find out more
about hospitals and meet patients, doctors and nurses.
A lift-the-flap book allows young readers to see inside how all kinds of amazing inventions work, such as what happens when a
toilet flushes and what keeps planes up in the air. On board pages.
"Full-color photographs and simple text describe ant nests"--Provided by publisher.
The Ultimate series is a worldwide success because it offers readers an intriguing close-up view of their subject with lots of
opportunity for hands-on interaction with flaps, tabs, pop-ups, and more! What better subject than airplanes and airports, endlessly
fascinating to children of all ages—from the detailed instruments of a Boeing 747 cockpit to the mysterious innards of a baggage
carousel, The Ultimate Book of Airports delivers absorbing information and hours of fun. It's the perfect book to prepare young
readers for a first flight!
Full of fun scenes of different modes of travel, this book gives little hands the opportunity to create imaginative, busy scenes. A fun
way for children to practise important fine motor skills. Part of a large range of Usborne First Sticker Books, covering topics as
diverse as cars, ballet, dragons, London, monkeys and Your Body.
An exciting introduction to biology, from tiny bacteria to whole ecosystems, and all the living things in between. The book has an
awe-inspiring, general knowledge feel and beautiful illustrations. An engaging, accessible introduction to biology as a subject of its
own. Interactive, with lots of flaps to lift and discover. Part of Usborne's successful lift-the-flap series, which includes titles on
coding, engineering, and the Periodic table.

Rudolf Von Flugel takes Huckle, Sally, and Lowly on a tour of the airport.
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An inspiring book that explores the wonders of nature, with gorgeous illustrations and ingenious flaps. Look up in the
trees, behind the reeds or under the ground to see what's living there, and discover how plants grow and make seeds.
Full of surprises and beautifully designed flaps to keep enquiring minds entertained. Over 50 flaps of different sizes and
shapes to open and one big gatefold. Young readers can discover amazing facts about birds, insects, mammals and
reptiles, how they hunt, fight and build homes, where they live and how they care for their young.
This smart lift-the-flap book takes a good look inside a building site, how it works and operates, what trucks and diggers
are used for. See the same building site as construction unfolds and learn about how a building (house or otherwise) is
put together.
Peek behind the scenes of a busy farm as cows are fed and lambs are playing in the fields. This fascinating flap book is
perfect for little fingers and curious minds.
Blast off into space with this fascinating flip book. Find out how the moon was made, why stars shine and how we know
so much about planets that are far, far away.
Lift the flaps to explore all sorts of busy building sites, from a house to a bridge to a soaring skyscraper. Find out how
construction machines help buildings go up - and how they knock them down.
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